
Official  Kub Kar Rules for Credit Hills 

 

Kub Kars  should be designed, built and painted by the youth.  Parents and Scouters are encouraged to 

be involved and assist where needed. 

Kars  are to be newly built this year.  Kars from previous years are not to be entered. 

Kub Kar Specifications: 

Overall width not to exceed  70mm (2-3/4’’) 

Minimum distance between  wheels  45mm (1-3/4) 

Overall length  < 178mm (7’’) 

Maximum Height < 4 

Chassis ground clearance  9.5mm (3/8) 

Weight  is  142 grams or less. ( 5 ounces) 

Kub Kars must be made from wood included in the Kub Kar kit, or with pre-cut blocks from the scout 

shop. 

Kub  Kar  Restrictions 

No Graphite 

No Wheel  bearings 

No washers or bushings on axles 

All attachments must be securely attached and not exceed overall dimensions 

All weights must be securely attached to the kar. Liquid or other materials must be secure and not at 

risk of spillage due to damage to the kar. 

Must be freewheeling and only propelled by gravity. 

Must have 4 wheels from official Scouts Canada Truck kit. 

Minimum 3 wheels must be touching the track. 

The bottom of the vehicle must be smooth with nothing sticking out that may damage the track. 

 



Kub  Kar  Inspection /Registration: 

The scale provided by the race officials on registration night(s) before the rally is the official scale. 

Once Kar is registered, no further adjustments or lubrication will be allowed. 

Kar Repair on rally Day: 

Damaged kars must be inspected by the rally official before and after any adjustments and repairs  are 

made by/with  the pit crew.  

Lubrication: 

Lubrication must be applied sparingly to the axle and not on the tire tread or kar body. Any kar with too 

much lubricant will be sent to the pits for cleaning before the track is contaminated. 

 

Adherence to above rules: 

 

Any vehicle found to be in violation of the above rules at any time may result in withdrawal or 

disqualification of the vehicle from the event. In certain circumstances, an opportunity to make repairs 

can be made so that the vehicle may re-qualify and race at the discretion of race officials.  

Officials reserve the right to inspect the kars at any time.  The objective is to maintain a fun event for all 

youth present.  


